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Background: Adolescents growing up with a chronic condition might experience
more social vulnerabilities compared to their healthy peers as an indirect result
of their conditions. This can lead to a relatedness need frustration for these
adolescents. Consequently, they might spend more time playing video games
compared to their peers. Research shows that both social vulnerability and gaming
intensity are predictors for problematic gaming. Therefore, we investigated if social
vulnerability and gaming intensity are more pronounced in adolescents that have
a chronic condition compared to the general population; and if these levels reflect
the levels of a clinical group being treated for Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD).

Methods: Data on peer problems and gaming intensity were compared from
three separate samples: a national representative sample of adolescents, a clinical
sample of adolescents that are undergoing treatment for IGD, and a sample of
adolescents diagnosed with a chronic condition.

Results: No di�erences were found on either peer problems or gaming intensity
between the group of adolescents that have chronic conditions and the national
representative group. The groupwith chronic conditions scored significantly lower
on gaming intensity than the clinical group. No significant di�erences were found
between these groups on peer problems. We repeated the analyses for boys only.
Similar results were found for the group with chronic conditions compared to
the national representative group. The group with chronic conditions now scored
significantly lower on both peer problems and gaming intensity than the clinical
group.

Conclusion: Adolescents growing up with a chronic condition appear similar in
their gaming intensity and peer problems compared to their healthy peers.
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1. Introduction

Video games have become a mainstream source of

entertainment and leisure time for youth and adults. According

to national prevalence estimates, respectively, 75 and 89% of

adolescents in primary (4–12 year old) and secondary (12–16

year old) education play (online) video games in the Netherlands

(1). In the Netherlands, 8–14 year olds play on average more

than one hour per day with video games (2). Socially vulnerable

individuals (i.e., who experience difficulties in their social

relationships) spend more hours playing video games than

their peers (3) as they are more likely to find reassurance in

playing video games (4). Social vulnerability and higher gaming

intensity have previously been associated with problematic gaming

(i.e., when gaming negatively impacts daily life); specifically

people with social vulnerabilities such as social phobia, problems

with forming and maintaining friendships, diminished social

competence, increased feelings of loneliness, and lower social

competence and empathy, were found to be at an increased risk

for developing symptoms of Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD)

(4–7). Children and adolescents growing up with a chronic disease

like autoimmune diseases, childhood cancer or cystic fibrosis,

possibly also spend more time playing video games than their

peers. As an indirect result of their disease, they might experience

difficulties in their social relations (8–11). Synthesizing the above,

it is conceivable that children with a chronic condition play more

video games than their healthy peers, increasing their risk on

problematic gaming.

Children and adolescents that grow upwith a chronic condition

are more likely to cope with social vulnerabilities as an indirect

results of their condition. They have significantly higher levels

of school absenteeism than their peers, attend special forms of

educations such as home schooling more often, participate less

in public sport clubs, and face more often social challenges

such as stigmatization and bullying (12–17). This leads to

limited time spent on peer-related activities which might result

in impaired social functioning (8–10). Indeed, children with

chronic diseases were found to have on average fewer friends,

to have more difficulties maintaining friendships (18, 19), and

to experience on average more feelings of loneliness than their

peers (9). At the same time, they value friendships and feeling

accepted as the most important factors in their lives (20, 21).

Especially during early adolescence, friendships and peer influence

become more prominent (22–24). Specifically between ages 10–

14, adolescents are more susceptible to the influence of peers

(25–27). Peer pressure, concerns about social rejection, and the

desire to be popular have a major influence on adolescents’

behavior (26, 28).

From a Self-Determination Theory (SDT) perspective, a theory

largely based on motivation and need satisfaction, children

and adolescents growing up with a chronic disease are at an

increased risk to experience deficiencies in their need satisfaction

of relatedness. The basic psychological needs theory (BPNT), an

important element within the SDT, postulates three universal

basic psychological needs that are essential for a person’s well-

being and psychological growth: competence—the feeling of being

in control of the outcome of your own actions, relatedness —

a sense of reciprocal care, value, and belonging in relation to

others, and autonomy—a sense that actions are self-endorsed and

performed willingly (29). Whereas satisfaction of these three basic

needs lead to wellbeing, frustration of these needs impairs this.

As children and adolescents with a chronic disease are likely to

experience a need frustration in their need for relatedness within

the real world, they might search for alternatives such as via

video games.

Indeed, video games can arguably serve the psychological need

for relatedness (30, 31). Video games have the ability to create

new (online) relationships that could potentially simulate feelings

of belonging and increase perceived social competence (32, 33).

Perhaps the most straightforward example of video games that

can achieve this are online multiplayer video games in which

several to thousands of people play together in large digital worlds.

These video games have the potential to create online friendships,

and to provide players with a virtual community (e.g., through

complex social structures such as “guilds” or “clans”) and a sense of

belonging (4, 32, 33). Power and status attainment in video games

may also offer a greater reward for socially vulnerable youngsters

as they experience this less often in the real world than their more

socially competent peers (33).

Whilst these virtual relationships are maintained with other

human players, even single player video games provide a solitary

player with meaningful and satisfying experiences; for example,

through a high sense of immersion and employing narratives in

which players must actively engage (34–36). Tyack and Wyeth

(31) argue that single player video games can satisfy the need

for relatedness through various pathways, including parasocial

relationships (one-sided relationships with media personas).

Indeed, a recent study revealed how players can develop emotional

attachments to in-game characters that correspond with themes

such as “concern for one’s protege,” “trusted close friend,” or having a

“crush” (37). It shows that both single player and multiplayer video

games have the potential to fulfill the need of relatedness.

Here arises an interesting causation: the need density hypothesis

argues that when there is a large discrepancy between real-world

and in-game need satisfaction, the risk to develop symptoms of

pathological gaming will be strongest (38). This has been confirmed

in several qualitative and quantitative studies (39–41). Games have

three important characteristics with regard to the BPNT: they offer

immediate access to need satisfaction as they are readily available;

they are consistent in the satisfaction that is gained as a result

of their reliable and predictable rules; and they provide a high

density in need satisfaction as a result of the many short-term and

long-term goals that are present in the game. Video games can

be used as a coping mechanism to escape from an unsatisfying

life. Coping motivations for video game play have previously been

associated with higher problematic gaming (42, 43). In addition,

intense gaming has also been associated with an increased risk for

problematic gaming (3).

Problematic gaming is associated with a range of negative

health outcomes and negative life consequences, such as poorer

self-reported school performance, increased feelings of loneliness,

increased emotional and behavioral problems, sleep deprivation,

social isolation, and poorer psychological wellbeing (2, 4, 7,

44–46). Adolescents with a chronic condition are already at
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risk for developing psychosomatic problems (10, 11, 47–50).

Therefore, it is important to gain a better understanding of whether

adolescents with a chronic condition are also more vulnerable

for developing symptoms of problematic gaming due to increased

social vulnerabilities as a result from their conditions.

Thus far, we have hypothesized that adolescents with a chronic

condition generally cope with social vulnerabilities. This can lead

to an increase in the hours spent on playing video games. As

discussed previously, according the literature social vulnerabilities

and intense gaming are predictors for developing symptoms of

problematic gaming (3, 6). Consequently, we investigate possible

pronounced effects of social vulnerability and gaming intensity

among adolescents with a chronic condition by examining data

from three different datasets: a sample of adolescents with a chronic

condition, a national representative sample, and a clinical sample

of adolescents who are undergoing treatment for IGD. First we will

establish whether the suggested relationship between peer problems

and (problematic) gaming is present in the current national

representative sample. Next, we investigate if social vulnerability

and gaming intensity are more pronounced in adolescents with a

chronic condition compared to the general population, or rather if

they reflect the levels of the clinical group.

2. Methodology

2.1. Procedure

The current study utilizes three separate samples consisting of a

national representative sample of Dutch youth, a clinical sample of

adolescents in addiction care—seeking help for gaming problems—

and a sample that includes adolescents with a chronic condition.

The national representative sample was part of the Health

Behavior in School-aged Children (HBSC) study (51). This is an

ongoing cross-sectional cohort study collecting data every four

years to monitor health and well-being in Dutch adolescents. The

current study used the 2017 assessment (N = 4,805), that consisted

of adolescent gamers aged 12- to 16-years old (Mage = 13.68,

SDage = 1.36).

The clinical sample data were obtained from a retrospective

cohort study based on patient registry data from adolescent patients

(12–22 years) receiving addiction treatment at Brijder, a Dutch

addiction care facility. The sample (N = 89) includes patients aged

12–16 years old (Mage = 14.51, SDage = 1.21) with a primary

diagnosis of gaming addiction.

Lastly, data for the sample of adolescents that have a chronic

condition were obtained from PROactive, a prospective cohort

study among pediatric patients who suffer(ed) from a chronic

condition or life-threatening conditions such as cystic fibrosis,

juvenile idiopathic arthritis, chronic kidney disease, congenital

heart disease, inflammatory bowel diseases, systemic auto-immune

diseases, or primary immune deficiencies (52, 53). The current

study utilizes a subsample consisting of gamers (N = 114) aged 12-

to 15-years old (Mage = 13.84, SDage = 1.47).

Adolescents from each dataset were only included in the

present study only if they indicated that they played video games

in the last three months.

2.2. Measures

The main outcomes were gaming intensity and peer problems.

Using the HBSC-study as a baseline, the Brijder and PROactive

measures were recoded to allow for a more accurate comparison

between samples. For the HBSC and Brijder samples we also

include measures for problematic gaming. These were not available

for the PROactive sample.

2.2.1. Gaming intensity
For theHBSC and PROactive samples gaming intensity consists

of two items; one for measuring how many days a week an

individual played games and another measuring the hours spent

gaming on a given day. These categories were then recoded

in continuous values and multiplied together to calculate an

estimation of hours spent playing video games on a weekly basis,

with higher scores indicating more hours spent gaming. For the

Brijder sample gaming intensity also consists of two items; one

for measuring how many days an individual played games in the

past 30 days and another measuring the hours spent on a given

day (both variables were measured in continuous values). To make

thismeasure consistent to theHBSC and PROactive assessment, the

values form the Brijder sample were recoded. First, the amount of

days a week an individual played games was recorded by calculating

the corresponding weekly frequency in relation to the monthly

frequency report (30 days divided by 7 days a week ≈ 4.28). Then

the number of days an individual played games in the last 30 days

was divided by 4.28, rounding to complete days, to get an estimate

of the number of days a week an individual played games. These

outcomes were then recoded and multiplied in the same way as

was done for the HBSC and PROactive samples to calculate an

estimation of hours spent gaming on a weekly basis.

2.2.2. Peer problems
In the present study, peer problems are operationalized by the

peer problems sub-scale of the Dutch version of the Strength-

Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) (54–56). This scale was used

in each of the samples. The scale consists of five statements

that measure to what extent an individual experiences difficulties

with peers, for example “Other children bully me”. All items are

answered on a three-point Likert scale (0= “not true”; 1= “slightly

true”; 2 = “very true”). After recoding two items, the sum of

the five items was calculated, were a higher score indicated that

an individual experienced more peer problems. Given the ordinal

nature of the items, internal consistency was calculated using the

ordinal alpha that is based on the polychoric correlation matrix

(57). The internal consistency for the peer problems scale is low to

medium (ordinal alpha = 0.64), however the scale is validated in a

national Dutch sample, being invariant over time and valid between

different subgroups (58).

2.2.3. Problematic gaming
In the HBSC and Brijder data, problematic gaming was

measured using the Dutch adaptation of the Internet Gaming

Disorder scale. Although both samples used measures of IGD, we
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refer to the outcomes as problematic gaming. We specifically use

the terminology “problematic gaming” because we are not using

a cut-off criterion. Using the IGD scale as a continuous measure,

we hope to get a better understanding on the level of problematic

gaming behavior rather than an actual diagnosis based on the

IGD criteria. HBSC used the Lemmens scale (59), while Brijder

used a translation of the DSM-5 items to measure problematic

gaming. The scales include nine items corresponding to the nine

diagnostic criteria for Internet Gaming Disorder according to the

DSM-5. Participants were asked “During the past year, have you

(...)”, followed by for example “regularly had no interest in hobbies

or other activities because you would rather play video games?”,

to which they replied on a dichotomous scale (0 = “no” and

1 = “yes”). The sum of the nine items was calculated, where a

higher score indicated having more Internet Gaming Disorder

symptoms. Giving the dichotomous nature of the items, internal

consistency was calculated using the ordinal alpha that is based

on the polychoric correlation matrix (57). Ordinal alpha value was

0.91. The PROactive sample did not include this measure.

2.3. Analyzing strategy

First, descriptive statistics and Pearson correlations were

provided for each subsample separately. To investigate if peer

problems are indeed a vulnerability marker for gaming intensity

and/or problematic gaming, we performed a regression analyses

for the national representative group examining the relationship

between peer problems and gaming intensity, controlling for sex

differences. In a second regression, we investigated the relationship

between peer problems and IGD symptoms, controlling for sex

differences and gaming intensity.

Next, we performed Anova group comparisons using Tukey

post-hoc tests to observe possible differences on the study variables

“gaming intensity” and “peer problems,” and additionally to

observe possible differences in sex, age, and IGD symptoms (Brijder

and HBSC only). Finally, multinominal logistic regression analyses

were performed to analyze the extent to which gaming intensity,

peer problems, or sex are predictors of group membership (i.e.,

Brijder, PROactive, HBSC). Sample was the grouping variable

(PROactive as reference category, and in a second step HBSC

as reference category), and gaming, sex and peer problems were

added as predictors. Since the Brijder sample included almost

only males (95%), multinominal regression analyses were repeated

for boys only. All analyses were performed using IBM SPSS

statistics version 28.

3. Results

Mean age was 13.68, 14.51, and 13.84 for the HBSC, Brijder and

PROactive groups, respectively. The percentage of boys included

in the group was fairly balanced for HBSC and PROactive

(63% and 53% respectively), while Brijder included mainly boys

(95%). Average gaming intensity was higher for the Brijder group

(25.92) as compared to HBSC and PROactive (10.58 and 10.35,

respectively). Finally, peer problems were lowest for the PROactive

group (1.54), HBSC was a bit higher (1.71), while Brijder had the

TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics of the PROactive, HBSC, and Brijder

datasets.

Full Sample
(N = 5008)

HBSC
(N = 4805)

Brijder
(N = 89)

PROactive
(N = 114)

M (SD) M (SD) M (SD)

Age 13.68 (1.36) 14.51 (1.21) 13.84 (1.47)

Gaming Intensity 10.58a (10.57) 25.92b (14.93) 10.35a (8.88)

Peer problems 1.71a (1.64) 2.34b (1.81) 1.54a (1.80)

% Boy 64% 95% 53%

IGD sum 1.25a (1.74) 4.77b (2.38)

ab Different subscripts letters indicate significant differences between groups. For example, a

significant difference was found on gaming intensity between the HBSC sample (superscript

“a”) and the Brijder sample (superscript “b”), and between the PROactive sample (superscript

“a”) and the Brijder sample (superscript “b”). “Age” represents the mean age of the included

participants. “Gaming intensity” indicates the mean number of hours spent playing video

games per week. “Peer problems” refers to the mean peer problems score from the SDQ

scale. “% Boy” describes the percentage of participants that are a boy. “IGD sum” indicates

the average IDG score.

highest score on peer problems (2.34). See Table 1 for an overview

of the descriptive statistics.

Table 2 presents the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients for

age, gaming intensity, peer problems, sex, and IGD for each

group. Within the HBSC group, we found medium to strong

positive correlates between gaming intensity and peer problems,

gaming intensity and IGD, and peer problems and IGD. Negative

correlations were found for gaming intensity and sex, indicating

that boys play more games than girls. Within the Brijder sample,

only a weak negative correlation was found between age and IGD,

indicating that younger participants reportedmore IGD symptoms.

Finally, a medium negative correlation was found between gaming

intensity and sex for the PROactive sample, indicating that boys

play more games than girls.

3.1. Regression analyses

As a first step, we performed regression analyses between

peer problems and gaming intensity. Results revealed a significant

positive relationship between peer problems and gaming intensity

indicating that more peer problems were associated with more

intense gaming behavior in the HBSC sample, while controlling

for sex differences (see Table 3). A positive significant association

was also found for peer problems and IGD symptoms, indicating

that more peer problems were associated with more reported IGD

symptoms. This association remained after controlling for possible

sex differences and gaming intensity (see Table 4), indicating that

beyond hours spend on gaming, peer problems were also associated

with problematic symptoms of gaming behavior such as lost of

interest in other hobbies and conflict with peers and parents about

gaming behavior.

In a second step, we performed multinominal logistic

regression analyses to examine the extent to which gaming

intensity, peer problems and sex predict groupmembership (HBSC,

Brijder or PROactive). Table 5 presents the results of these analyses.

Results indicate that when compared to the national representative
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TABLE 2 Pearson’s correlation coe�cients for age, gaming intensity, peer problems, sex, and IGD.

Full sample (N = 5,008) HBSC (N = 4,835) Brijder (N = 89) PROactive (N = 114)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 1. 2. 3. 4.

1. Age 0.11 −0.19 0.01 −0.07** 0.02 1 0.03 0.03 0.04 −0.21* 1 0.05 −0.04 −0.04

2. Gaming intensity 1 0.15** −0.32** 0.46** 1 0.02 0.03 0.18 1 0.07 −0.47**

3. Peer problems 1 0.01 0.23** 1 0.14 −0.04 1 0.11

4. Boy 1 −0.02 1 0.08 1

5. IGD sum 1 1

IGD scores were not available for the PROactive group, and therefore not displayed. ∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01.

TABLE 3 Regression analysis in the HBSC sample of peer problems on gaming intensity, controlled for sex.

Unstandardized coe�cients Standardized coe�cients

B Std. error beta t sig

(Constant) 18.701 0.460 40.696 <0.000

Boy −7.226 0.302 -0.323 −23.949 <0.001

Peer problems 1.013 0.088 0.155 11.490 <0.001

The dependent variable in the analysis was gaming intensity.

group (HBSC), the group with chronic conditions (PROactive)

only differed significantly on sex (OR = 0.59; 95% CI 0.40–0.88)

indicating that males were less likely to be in the group that have

chronic conditions. A marginal difference was found on gaming

intensity between between the group with chronic conditions and

the national representative sample (OR = 0.99; 95% CI 0.97–1.01).

When compared to the clinical group (Brijder), the group with

chronic conditions differed significantly on sex (OR= 0.09; 95% CI

0.03–0.26) as well as on gaming intensity (OR= 1.05; 95% CI 1.03–

1.08). These results indicate that group membership for the group

with chronic conditions (when compared to the clinical group) was

associated with lower scores on gaming intensity and less likely to

be male.

Since males were over-represented in the clinical group, the

multinominal logistic regression analyses were repeated for males

only (see Table 6). Results illustrated that boys in the group with

chronic conditions (PROactive) when compared to the national

representative group (HBSC) did not significantly differ on peer

problems or gaming intensity, indicating that boys in both groups

report similar levels of peer problems and gaming intensity. When

compared to the clinical group (Brijder), boys in the group with

chronic conditions scored significantly lower on gaming intensity

(OR = 1.05; 95% CI 1.02–1.08) and peer problems (OR = 1.27;

95% CI 1.03–1.58), indicating that group membership to the

group with chronic conditions (when compared to the clinical

group) was associated with lower scores on gaming intensity and

peer problems.

In a third step we compared the national representative

group (HBSC) to the clinical group (Brijder). Results revealed a

significant difference for sex (OR = 0.15; 95% CI 0.05–0.40) and

gaming intensity (OR = 1.06; 95% CI 1.05–1.08), indicating that

group membership for the national representative sample (when

compared to the clinical group) was associated with lower scores

on gaming intensity and more likely being a male.

The national representative group (HBSC) only including

boys was also compared to the clinical group (Brijder) revealing

significant differences for gaming intensity (OR = 1.06; 95% CI

1.05–1.08, not presented in the tables), indicating that group

membership to the national representative sample is associated

with lower scores on gaming intensity.

4. Discussion

The purpose of the present study was to explore if

vulnerabilities for developing problematic gaming behavior are

more pronounced in adolescents that have a chronic condition.

To this end we investigated if levels of social vulnerability

(operationalized as peer problems) and gaming intensity are more

pronounced in adolescents with a chronic condition than in the

general population; and if these reflect the levels of adolescents

undergoing treatment for IGD. Interestingly, the results showed no

significant differences between the group with chronic conditions

and the general population. Moreover, the group with chronic

conditions scored significantly lower than the clinical group on

gaming intensity. When only considering boys in both groups,

peer problems were significantly lower in the group with chronic

conditions compared to the clinical group. Adolescents with a

chronic condition do not have more peer problems, nor do they

gamemore hours a week when compared to the general population,

suggesting that when considering these vulnerabilities, they are not

at an increased risk for developing problematic gaming behavior.

We also examined if peer problems are indeed positively related

with gaming intensity and IGD scores to establish if peer problems
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TABLE 4 Regression analysis in the HBSC sample for peer problems on reported IGD symptoms, controlled for gaming intensity and sex.

Unstandardized coe�cients Standardized coe�cients

B Std. error beta t sig

(Constant) 1.123 0.079 14.142 <0.001

Boy –0.613 0.048 –0.169 –12.884 <0.001

Peer problems 0.190 0.013 0.179 14.266 <0.001

Gaming intensity 0.061 0.002 0.375 28.236 <0.001

The dependent variable was the sum-score of the IGD items (the number of times that a person answered yes.

TABLE 5 Multinominal regression analyses with subsample as grouping variable, and sex, gaming and peer problems as predictors.

National representative (HBSC) Clinical group (Brijder)

N = 4,835 N = 89

OR B p 95% CFI OR B p 95% CFI

Sex 0.59 –0.53 0.42 0.40–0.88 0.09 –2.45 <0.01 0.03–0.26

Gaming intensity 0.99 –0.01 0.01a 0.97–1.01 1.05 0.05 <.01 1.03–1.08

Peer problems 1.08 0.07 0.24 0.95–1.21 1.18 0.17 0.05 0.99–1.40

ap <0.05. Reference group is the group with chronic conditions (PROactive, N = 114).

are a vulnerability marker for increased gaming intensity and

problematic gaming behavior. The regressions for peer problems

showed a positive relation with gaming intensity, and with IGD

scores. Furthermore, positive correlations were found for gaming

intensity and peer problems, gaming intensity and IGD scores,

and peer problems and IGD scores within the HBSC group. In

line with the literature, these results do indeed show that higher

peer problems are predictive of a higher gaming intensity, and of

higher IGD scores (3, 39–41). These correlations were not found

within the clinical group nor in the group with chronic conditions.

The adolescents within the clinical group are most likely quite

homogeneous in terms of peer problems and gaming intensity. This

is to be expected, as IGD is associated with elevated levels of peer

problems and gaming intensity. Therefore, it is not surprising that

we cannot find any correlations on these measures within such a

homogeneous group.

4.1. Chronic conditions, peer problems,
and gaming

Contrary to our hypothesis, adolescents that have a chronic

condition did not score higher on peer problems (mean = 1.54)

compared to their healthy peers (mean = 1.71). Berkelbach van

der Sprenkel et al. (50) studied the psychosocial functioning of

adolescents with a chronic condition compared to their peers, using

the HBSC data from 2013. Their results showed that, among other

findings, adolescents with a self-reported chronic condition scored

on average significantly higher on peer problems, and lower on

peer support. An important difference between our study and theirs

is that adolescents included in the PROactive study have been

diagnosed with a chronic condition by a clinician, while Berkelbach

van der Sprenkel et al. (50) used self-reported measures for having

a chronic condition. Interestingly, only 25% of the adolescents in

the PROactive study who had a chronic condition self-reported

their chronic condition on a questionnaire (data not published).

It is possible that adolescents who perceive themselves as having

a chronic condition, regardless of clinicians agreeing, is the at-

risk group for experiencing elevated levels of social vulnerability.

Nevertheless, they did not find any significant differences between

the self-reported group of having a chronic condition and their

healthy peers on gaming intensity.1 These results suggest that

adolescents growing up with a chronic condition, regardless of the

condition being diagnosed by clinicians or being self-reported, are

similar in their gaming behavior compared to their healthy peers.

In line with previous research, we found no differences in

gaming intensity between the PROactive group and the HBSC

group (50). We argued that because video games can be a means to

create andmaintain friendships, we would expect a (slightly) higher

gaming intensity for adolescents that have a chronic condition.

Adolescents growing up with a chronic condition report on

average higher levels of chronic fatigue, including cognitive fatigue

(47). Playing with video games often requires a high cognitive

load from the players (60). Perhaps adolescents with a chronic

condition are limited in their (desired) gaming intensity by other

factors such as chronic fatigue. Further investigation is required

to fully understand the gaming intensity of adolescents that have

a chronic condition.

4.2. Understanding the results via the
need-density hypothesis

The need density hypothesis argues that the risk for developing

symptoms of pathological gaming is greatest, when there is a large

discrepancy between real-world and in-game need satisfaction. We

hypothesized that because adolescents with a chronic condition

1 Gaming intensity in (50) is defined as the number of hours a day spend

playing video games.
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TABLE 6 Multinominal regression analyses with subsample as grouping variable, and gaming and peer problems as predictors for boys only.

National representative (HBSC) Clinical group (Brijder)

N = 3,090 N = 85

OR B p 95% CI OR B p 95% CI

Gaming Intensity 0.98 –0.1 0.30 0.97–1.01 1.05 0.05 <0.01 1.02–1.08

Peer Problems 1.17 0.16 0.08 0.98–1.41 1.27 0.24 0.03 1.03–1.58

Reference group is the group with chronic conditions (PROactive, N = 60).

are more often restricted in their social participation (12–17), they

would have an increased risk for developing peer problems (8–

10, 18, 19). Thus, we expected to see an increase in gaming intensity

compared to the general population. However, the results showed

similar gaming intensity and peer problems for adolescents that

have a chronic condition and the general population.

Adolescents that have a chronic condition in the current sample

do not experience elevated levels of peer problems when compared

to their healthy peers. Therefore, according to the need density

hypothesis, we should not expect to see an increase in gaming

intensity for these adolescents; as is reflected by the results. It is

possible that other, more subtle social interactions are affected by

their health conditions that are not apparent in instruments that

are designed to be used for clinical screening (such as the SDQ).

As mentioned in Section 1, the basic psychological needs theory

(BPNT) is reflected in three important properties of video games:

they can offer immediate, consistent, and dense satisfaction of the

basic psychological needs. If the social vulnerabilities associated

with chronic conditions affect more subtle social interactions,

it could be that the immediate and consistent properties are

the instrumental ones to this group’s need satisfaction. In that

case, the experience would not require to be dense to achieve

need satisfaction.

This insight is supported by interviews that were conducted

in parallel to the present study at Utrecht University (61). These

interviews were set up to gain a deeper understanding of the

motivations for playing video games in adolescents with and

without having a chronic condition. Although the adolescents

that have a chronic condition often mentioned social motives for

playing video games, they stated that they employed video games

as complementary to their offline social interactions rather than

as a replacement. As most of the relatedness need satisfaction is

fulfilled in the offline interaction of these adolescents, the density

property of video games likely becomes of little significance.

Interestingly, the healthy adolescents that were interviewed in this

study also indicated similar social motives for playing video games

(to complement their offline relationships). This emphasizes the

similarity between both groups even further.

5. Limitations and future works

In this section we discuss the limitations of the present

study and explore some interesting pathways for the future. One

limitation of the current study is that the formulation of IGD

symptoms in the Brijder and HBSC study are slightly different.

Both questionnaires were set up to measure problematic gaming

behavior according to the nine DSM-5 items. However, Brijder

used a direct translation of the DSM-5 items while HBSC used

the Lemmens scale (59), which uses slightly different phrasing to

better fit the language use of adolescents. However, since we only

compared gaming intensity, and peer problems directly between

the groups and not IGD scores, we expect potential biases to be

minimal.

Another limitation of the current study is that we had to re-

encode the Brijder data on gaming intensity to be able to compare

it to the other groups. This could result in a slight distortion of

the results. However, since the data were carefully and logically

re-encoded to match the other groups, the potential bias will

be minimal.

Due to the cross-sectional nature of our study, we cannot

identify the direction of the effect between peer problems and

gaming intensity, and between peer problems and IGD scores.

Peer problems both predict and are affected by problematic game

play (6, 44). Nevertheless, whether peer problem differences are

a result or a predictor of problematic gaming, peer problems did

significantly differ between groups.

It would be interesting to investigate other forms of

social vulnerability in future works. Social vulnerability was

operationalized by the ‘peer problems’ sub-scale from the SDQ.

Although peer problems are a form of social vulnerability,

it does not represent the entire array of possible social

vulnerabilities. It could be that social vulnerabilities experienced

by adolescents that have a chronic condition are not captured

by the ‘peer problems’ scale from the SDQ. Therefore, future

studies should include various measures of social vulnerability to

gain a better understanding of the vulnerabilities associated with

chronic conditions.

Besides including various measures corresponding to social

vulnerabilities, it is of importance to also include measures

capturing less pronounced social interactions. As mentioned in

Section 4.2, the social vulnerabilities associated with chronic

conditions could be more subtle. Screening instruments are

typically not suitable to capture more nuanced differences in

behavior and functioning. It might be that adolescents with

a chronic condition experience various more nuanced social

vulnerabilities, that together may impact their need for relatedness.

It would be interesting to investigate if this hypothesis is indeed true

and how this relates to gaming behavior.

In the present study we examined adolescents’ gaming behavior

only through gaming intensity, as this was the only data on gaming

behavior available for each dataset. It would have been more

insightful to compare multiple aspects of gaming behavior in future

studies. For example, comparing IGD scores directly between

groups (including PROactive) offers a better understanding of

problematic gaming behaviors. Although gaming intensity is a
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known predictor for IGD, it could be that gaming intensity is not

a predictor of IGD for adolescents that have a chronic condition.

As mentioned earlier, there may be other limiting factors for the

gaming intensity of adolescents with chronic conditions such as

chronic fatigue. As such, an interesting research focus would be

the interplay between the person that is playing the game (Who),

the motivation and goals for playing (Why), the social context

(Where and with Whom), and the type of game interactions that

are experienced by the player (What) (62, 63). We agree with

Verheijen (63) that the multidimensionality of video game effects

needs to be acknowledged, as indeed there is no uniform effect to

be expected of video games on well-being. Therefore, for future

work, we propose to focus less on gaming density and frequency,

and more on what is actually experienced by (distinct) individuals

during their play experiences.

6. Conclusion

The present study found that peer problems are indeed

a vulnerability marker for an increased gaming intensity and

problematic gaming in the general population. We also showed

that adolescents with a chronic condition are similar in their

gaming behavior and peer problems compared to their healthy

peers. Furthermore, the present study found that adolescents that

have a chronic condition spend significantly less time playing

video games and have considerably less peer problems than

adolescents undergoing treatment for IGD. These results suggest

that adolescents with a chronic condition are not at a greater

risk than their healthy peers to develop problematic gaming

behavior. Although the present study provides interesting and

relevant insights, it is important to consider different types of

social vulnerabilities and gaming behavior in future studies, to

create a more complete understanding of the potential risks of

developing symptoms of problematic gaming that adolescents with

a chronic condition might face. Finally, as is the case in the general

population, some individuals that have a chronic condition may

be more vulnerable for problematic gaming, irrespective of their

condition. It is therefore important that clinicians and pediatricians

continue to evaluate to what extent their patients feels well

connected to their peers and has satisfying friendship networks.
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